In novel situations, behavior necessarily reduces to latent biases. How these biases interact 14
Introduction 26
Learning requires storing new information and using it to guide behavior. Standard 27 accounts of learning often study this process without regard to an animal's proclivities, in part 28 because it is difficult to account for these pre-existing biases quantitatively. Nonetheless, in 29
cases where specific biases can be identified in individuals (such as sign-or goal-tracking (Flagel 30 et al., 2011)), accounting for these biases provides important predictive information about 31 subsequent behavior (Flagel et al., 2010; Stead et al., 2006) . 32
Ideally one would have a simple quantitative account of the initial state of each subject 33 upon entering into a new situation, and this account could then be augmented by a description 34 of how that state evolved as the subject incorporated new experiences into its knowledge base 35 and used stored memories to guide its decisions. Reinforcement learning (RL) models provide a 36 path forward toward that goal, particularly in the context of behaviors that center on rewards 37 and punishments (Daw, 2011; Gershman and Daw, 2017) , but RL is most often applied to 38 asymptotic performance rather than the initial learning of tasks. Consequently, we lack a 39 systematic approach to describe and incorporate the initial state of subjects and their entire 40 course of learning. Furthermore, animals seamlessly learn different tasks over many different 41 timescales, a characteristic with which machine learning and artificial intelligence are just 42 starting to grapple (Kirkpatrick et al., 2017; Zenke et al., 2017 ). Yet it is rather rare for 43 behavioral experiments to systemize, let alone study, the way that a task is learned from 44 scratch. It is thus not surprising that models of behavior often fail to capture the way that 45 animals learn tasks, measured by key characteristics such as the speed of acquisition. 46
Capturing the initial state and the entire course of learning is difficult for experimental, 47 empirical, statistical and computational reasons. Experimentally, animals are typically exposed 48 to behavioral tasks without prior experiences that would aid in identifying (or controlling) pre-49 existing biases. Empirically, at least until recently (International Brain Laboratory, 2017), it has 50 been common to shape the behavior of each subject in an individualized and heterogeneous 51 manner, a natural result of the focus on asymptotic performance of tasks rather than the 52 acquisition of those tasks. Statistically, each subject only provides one set of data points about 53 their entire learning trajectory, implying that one needs a large number of subjects, or very 54 powerful inductive biases. Computationally, standard RL agents typically learn either far slower 55 or far faster than animals. In general, agents learn more slowly, since they do not capture the 56 extensive knowledge about the world that animals apparently possess. However, particularly 57 model-based agents (Gershman and Niv, 2010; Lake et al., 2017) , can be constructed to 58 efficiently absorb the relevant information (or be provided with an advantageously restricted 59 set of inputs), and thereby (unfairly) gain information from the outset as to which are the 60 critical features of the environment. This allows them to learn more quickly than the subjects. 61
However, the relevance of that rapid acquisition to the learning that actually goes on in the 62 subjects is unclear. 63
These problems led us to develop a new experimental and a new modeling approach to 64 understand pre-existing biases and the dynamics of learning. We began with a specially 65 designed rich and complex spatial alternation paradigm (Singer and Frank, 2009; Singer et al., 66 2010) with an initial set of reward contingencies that was designed to allow us to identify pre-67 existing biases and substrates for dynamic preferences. To minimize the issues of tailored 68
shaping for the learning of each individual animal, we developed an automated behavioral 69 system that administered the series of contingencies to the rats. We then undertook the task of 70 modeling much of the course of the behavioral performance using a family of models with 71 progressively increasing complexity. To help with the statistical issues, we exploited a key 72 feature of the paradigm-that it evolves in discrete stages, each of which poses specific 73 challenges-thus providing repeated windows into aspects of early acquisition. 74
The final model can capture many of the key features of learning and provides insights 75
into what the animals know at each point in the task. The model not only fits the aggregate 76 performance of the animals, but it also captures aspects of the variability among the individual 77 rats, including differences in initial biases that strongly predict subsequent learning 78
performance. As such, the model provides a platform from which individual variability 79 (Galsworthy et al., 2002; Matzel et al., 2003) can be quantified and thus studied. 80 81 Results
82
Automated system to enable systematic control and measurement of behavior 83
One of our goals was to standardize behavioral training and to reduce potential effects of 84 experimenter-subject interactions on learning (Sorge et al., 2014) . We therefore developed an 85 automated behavioral system (Brunton et that required minimal animal handling: once animals were placed in the apparatus, no further 87 experimenter contact was necessary until the end of the daily behavior. This system also 88 enables the measurement of behavior across many animals throughout the entire course of 89 learning and performance of the task. This apparatus itself contains four parts: 1) a six-armed 90 track with reward wells at the end of each arm; 2) four rest boxes, each with a reward well; 3) 91 corridors connecting the rest boxes to the track; and 4) doors to gate the pathway on and off 92 the track for each rest box ( Fig 1A) . 93
The sequence of operations of the track for the set of behaviors are: 1) the doors open 94 to clear the path from a single rest box to the track. Concurrently, the lights linked to all of the 95 reward wells on the track turn on ( Fig S1A) . 2) On the first break of a track reward well beam 96 ( Fig S1A) following the opening of the doors, the door to the track closes, thus starting the 97 session of that animal. The animal then has a fixed maximum number of trials for its session, 98 and the session ends when either that maximum has been reached, or following a time limit of 99 30 minutes. All but one of the animals never reached the time limit (see methods). 3) Upon 100
breaking the beam at the reward well at the last trial of the session, all of the reward well lights 101 turn off, and the doors reopen to allow for passage back to the appropriate rest box. 102 Concurrently, the light to the reward well in that rest box turns on. 4) Upon breaking the beam 103 of the rest box reward well, the doors to the track close and the well delivers reward. The light 104 of the rest box reward well turns off after reward delivery. 5) The doors to the track for the rest 105 box for the next subject open, and the process repeats itself. 106
Rats learn a series of spatial alternation contingencies 107
The six arms of the track allow for the learning of multiple spatial contingencies. We used a 108 spatial alternation task, which is commonly used to study learning, memory and decision 109 making, both during normal function and in the context of models of neuropsychiatric disease 110 (Dudchenko, 2004; Frank et al., 2004; Karlsson and Frank, 2008; Sigurdsson et al., 2010) . The 111 task requires an animal to learn, through trial and error, to visit goal location in a 112 predetermined order which depends on past actions and associated outcomes. Such a task has 113 traditionally been utilized to explore hippocampal function. However, even substantial 114 manipulations of the hippocampus do not render subjects totally incapable of performing the 115 task (Fernandez-Ruiz et al., 2019; Jadhav et al., 2012; Kim and Frank, 2009 ), indicating that 116 other brain regions and memory systems are at least partially independently competent 117 (Packard and Goodman, 2013; Packard and McGaugh, 1996) . 118
One of our key goals was to identify pre-existing biases in choice behavior. That goal 119 motivated the inclusion of an initial exploration period: prior to the rats beginning the spatial 120 alternations task, they had 14 -16 sessions (362 -425 trials) of exploration on the track 121 wherein they were rewarded at any arm that they visited as long as it was not a repeat visit to 122 the immediately preceding arm. In addition to providing information about biases in the 123 absence of challenging reward contingencies, this exploration provided the rats with the 124 opportunity: 1) to get used to entering and exiting their rest boxes when the doors to the track 125 opened, and 2) to explore the space of the track. This functionally separated the learning of the 126 environment from the learning of the task. 127
Our analyses of the arm visits during these exploration sessions revealed multiple types 128 of bias. Individual rats showed preferences towards visiting specific arms ( Fig 1B&E) . The rats 129 also had a large propensity to transition to neighboring arms ( Fig 1C&E) . And finally, they 130 exhibited directional inertia, whereby they continued to move in the same direction on the 131 current trial as they did in the immediately preceding trial ( Fig 1D&E) . We incorporated these 132 biases sequentially into our models to determine whether they were important contributors to, 133 or modulators of, the subsequent learning processes. 134
Following this initial exploratory period, and without any external signal to indicate a 135 change, rats were sequentially exposed to different spatial alternation contingencies. In each 136 contingency, only three arms had the potential to deliver reward. Reward would be delivered 137 within a given contingency if the rat alternated between the outer arms after every visit to the 138 center arm. For instance, if the contingency were at arms 2-3-4, then to get reward the animal 139 would have to follow the sequence 3-4-3-2-3 etc. 140
The algorithm that governs this task defines two trial types, inbound and outbound. If 141 the rat was at any arm other than the center arm, the way to get reward was to go to the 142 center arm (arm 3 in this example); we will refer to these trials as inbound trials. Any such trial 143 on which the rat failed to go into the center arm (and any error during the exploratory 144 contingency) is called an inbound error. Once the rat had visited the center arm, then the only 145 way it could get reward is to visit the less recently visited outer arm (i.e. in this example if 146 before going to the center arm 3 the rat came from arm 4, then it would have to go to arm 2 147 next to get a reward). We will refer to these trials as outbound trials, and the corresponding 148 error as outbound errors. Note that apparent alternative policies for solving the task, for 149 instance by alternating rightward and leftward sequences (3-4; then 3-2; then 3-4; etc.), need 150 not necessarily recover from errors in quite the way that the governing algorithm rewards 151 maximally. 152
The rats learned a series of six different spatial alternation contingencies ( Fig 1F) , 153 chosen to present increasing challenges. The transition from the first (2-3-4) to the second (1-2-154
3) contingency was designed to be relatively easy, since performing 2-3-4 would allow it to find 155 the central arm of the new contingency readily. Finding this arm is critical to gaining consistent 156 reward. The transition from the second (1-2-3) to the third (3-4-5) contingency was designed to 157 be harder since the central arm (4) of the new contingency is not included in 1-2-3. The fourth 158
(2-4-6) contingency was designed to be the hardest, since the animals would have to skip an 159 arm to get to the correct outer arm of the contingency. The fifth (2-3-4) and sixth (4-5-6) 160 contingencies were chosen for comparison with the first three contingencies to understand the 161 evolution of the ability of the animals to perform the task and generalize from previous 162 experience. As opposed to behaviors designed to study asymptotic performance, there need 163 not be strict criteria for switching between the contingencies since the purpose of this task was 164 to understand the continual learning and behavior of the rats. Furthermore, the automated 165 systems matched the number of inbound rewards of the animals, ensuring that all animals had 166 similar learning opportunities. We therefore switched to a new contingency the day after >80% 167 of the animals received >80% reward over the course of a session. That ensured that by the 168 time each contingency switched almost all of the rats reached at least ~80% correct on a 169 session during each contingency ( Fig S2C) . 170
Performance improved on each of the contingencies, such that by the end of each one, 171 almost all rats made few outbound or inbound errors ( Fig 1G, S2C ). There was, however, 172 substantial systematic variability across animals. For instance, we found that rats that behaved 173 poorly in a single contingency also behaved poorly in other contingencies, and vice versa (see 174 colored lines in Fig 1F&G) . This variability provided an additional goal for our modeling, in that 175 an ideal model would capture not only the overall learning of the group but also the differences 176 among individuals. Importantly, just because the rats show differences in their behavior does 177 not mean that those differences are due to innate capabilities of the rats. The variability could 178 occur due to a form of path dependency-enshrining aspects of the idiosyncratic vagaries of 179 their initial engagement with the task in their later behavior. Our modelling approach has at 180 least some capacity to separate these innate and experiential causes of variability. 181 The procedures of model generation, testing and refinement are exactly those of formulating  183 and falsifying hypotheses about possible underlying causes of the observed behavior. To put it 184 another way, the hypotheses are typically componential-involving different potential 185 processes (such as learning rules) and parameters (such as subject-specific learning rates or 186 weights governing the impact of alternative mechanisms). It is these that are captured in the 187 models. Since these are often somewhat buried or ignored in modeling papers, we take the 188 opportunity to lay out the logic of their development and motivate their form through the 189 intricacies of the data. Testing such hypotheses requires determining the values of the 190 parameters that fit the data, and balancing the quality of the fits against the complexity of the 191 models (Daw, 2011) . New and additional hypotheses then arise from features in the residuals of 192 the fits to the data. We illustrate these procedures by presenting a series of related models that 193 increasingly capture the behavior of individual animals across multiple stages of the task. Since, 194
Model Fitting 182
by their very nature, models offer incomplete and simplified representations of phenomena of 195 interest, we then address how and where to stop the formal modeling process, and what we 196 learn from the final, albeit inevitably partial, model. 197
As a choice of modeling framework, we sought a simple algorithm that did not require 198 acausal information, would alter its internal information based upon its choices and rewards to 199 increase the expected return of reward, and could work in the face of partial observability (see 200 below). Therefore, we used the actor-critic class of RL accounts trained by the REINFORCE 201 policy gradient algorithm (Williams, 1992) . This class is a popular choice for characterizing 202 animal learning behavior in RL paradigms (Suri and Schultz, 1999) , and there is also evidence of 203 the use of REINFORCE-like methods in humans (Li and Daw, 2011) . 204
According to these accounts, an animal's choice of an arm on trial !, which we write as 205 " # , depends probabilistically on an internal characterization of its situation or state $ # , which 206
can contain various sorts of information such as past arm choices. This dependence arises 207 through a collection of action preferences or propensities %(", $ # ), such that actions with 208 higher propensities are more likely to be chosen. The propensities are updated in the light of 209 rewards. The full details of the equations involved are provided in the Methods. However, in 210 brief: a conventional softmax function converts the propensities to probabilities, (("; $ # ), of 211 choosing to go to arm " #+, = " on this trial (Eq. 1). Via the rules of the task, this choice of arm 212
then determines whether the model receives a reward, . #+, , and also causes the state to 213 update to $ #+, . This reward is then used to calculate the prediction error, / # , using the value 214 function of the critic at states $ # and $ #+, , 0($ # ) and 0($ #+, ) (Eq. 2). / # is then used to update 215 0($ # ) (Eq. 6) and the factors governing the propensities %(", $ # ) (Eq. 3 -5). Finally, new 216
propensities %(", $ #+, ) are calculated, at which point the process begins again (Fig 2A) . 217
For the fit to an individual rat, we forced the model to make the same sequence of arm 218 visits as the animal during the initial exploratory phase, effectively using the data of the animal 219 to inform the initial condition of the model. Additionally, we chose to fit specifically the second 220 and third contingency, and then to see how those parameters caused the model to behave on 221 the rest of the contingencies. The second and third contingencies are the most representative 222 for this task, as 1) they both follow other simple contingencies, and 2) occur before the hardest, 223 fourth, contingency, for which the required alternation involves skipping neighboring arms. 224
Furthermore, fitting the second and third contingency allowed us to use the performance of the 225 model on the subsequent, and preceding, contingencies as predictions that could test the 226 goodness of fit of the models. 227 A Basic RL model cannot learn spatial alternation task 228 In the first model (M1), we chose a simple formulation that relates choice to current location. In 229 M1 the state is defined by the current location, $ # = {" # }, such that % , (", $ # ) = 3("|" # ). For 230 each state, i.e. current arm location, 3("|" # ) contains 5 numbers governing the propensity to 231 make a transition from the current arm to each of the other 5 arms. Returning to the same arm 232
is not allowed in the model, as it was never rewarded in the behavior. The model has only three 233 parameters, all of which take values between 0 and 1. The first parameter is the temporal 234 discount factor, 5, which determines the weighting of rewards in the farther future in defining 235 the long-run values of states (and thus in calculating the prediction error, /) (Eq. 2). The second 236
parameter is the learning rate, 6, which determines how much / updates the propensities and 237 the value function (Eq. 3 -6). The third parameter is the forgetting rate, 7, which determines 238
how quickly the propensity parameters and the value function decay towards 0 (Eq. 3 -6), a 239
value that would indicate that there is no specific information about which arm to visit in any 240 state. 7 enables the model to learn the nonstationary task by constantly depreciating old 241 information, allowing for more rapid changes in the propensities and value function during 242 changes in contingencies. 243
To evaluate the theoretical capability of M1 to perform the same task as the rats, we 244
found the set of parameters that maximized the amount of reward that the model could 245
receive after initializing the model with the sequence of exploratory behavior that the animals 246 take. That M1 is inadequate at performing the task can be seen through comparing its 247 performance to the average behavior across all of the rats ( Fig 2B) . Although M1 improves over 248 the course of each contingency, its maximal reward at any given contingency does not reach 249 above ~65%, and so remains well below the performance of the animals. 250
In order to fit the model to characterize the behavior of each individual animal, we 251 sought a procedure that could find parameter values that minimize the discrepancy between 252 the choices the model would make and the actual choices of that animal. As is conventional, we 253
first found the parameters that maximized the likelihood that the model chose the exact arms 254 that the animal selected. However, when the model, with these parameter values, is allowed to 255 generate new choices by itself (as a form of generative test (Wilson and Collins, 2019)), simple 256 statistics of the inbound and outbound errors failed to match those of the animals ( Fig 2C) . By 257 comparison, generating new choices based on the parameters that maximized the amount of 258 reward that this model could get on the task did far better at recapitulating these error 259 statistics. This was not an error in our fitting procedure since if we generate arm visits from the 260 set of parameters that maximized the amount of rewards the model could receive; we were 261 able to recover those same parameters using just this ML method ( Fig 2C&D) . Instead, the 262 deviation from the ML fit is a product of the inability of the model to fit the exact choices of the 263 rats sufficiently accurately. 264
That ML fails in the face of model misfit is not surprising; however, its inability to find 265 parameters that reproduce obvious characteristics of the behavior make it hard to use to 266 investigate the structure in the residual error of the model, as it is this structure that points the 267 way to improve the model. Therefore, instead of the ML method for fitting, we used an 268
Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) method (Lintusaari et al., 2017) which finds 269 parameters such that the average behavior of the model when operating in the task, choosing 270 stochastically, matches as well as possible that of an individual animal, according to some 271
suitably-chosen statistics. We averaged over 200 repeats of the model and chose as statistics 272 the inbound and outbound performance for the second and third contingencies. The ABC 273 parameters were found to minimize the root mean squared (rms) difference between the 274 model and rat inbound and outbound performance on these contingencies. Compared with ML, 275
the ABC method when fitting to the behavior of individual animals did a better job of capturing 276 the errors rates of the animals, and, perhaps not surprisingly, found sets of parameters far 277 closer to those that maximized the reward that M1 could gain ( Fig 2C&D) . As we will show 278 below, the comparison of the parameters from the ABC fits to the parameters that maximize 279 the reward of a given model provides a helpful rubric for understanding if a given model can 280
capture innate variability, as opposed to random variation, in performance. 281
As expected, even with this alternative fitting method, M1 cannot perform this task 282 well: it treats the reward contingency as being Markov, depending only on the current arm 283 (Sutton and Barto, 1998) . However, at the center arm of a contingency, just knowing the 284 current arm cannot uniquely define the next correct arm to visit, as that requires knowledge of 285 the previous arm visited. In formal terms, the reward contingency is partially observable 286 (formally, a partially observable Markov decision process or POMDP; (Kaelbling et al., 1998)) or 287
aliased-the immediate sensory information (the current arm) does not suffice to inform 288 appropriate behavior. This is why the model does fairly well on capturing the inbound trials of 289 the individual rat, but utterly fails at capturing the outbound behavior. 290
Working memory RL model learns task slowly 291
One way to solve a POMDP is to enrich the notion of state $ with historical information that 292 resolves aliasing, effectively generating an augmented state which does observes Markovian 293 dynamics. For model M2, we did this by adapting and simplifying for our task an actor described 294
by Todd et al. (2009) . This adds to the state a memory unit that can store past actions. This 295 enables M2 to make decisions based upon current and past information. Such a strategy had 296 been used to learn common rat behavioral tasks (Zilli and Hasselmo, 2008) , and exhibits 297 features of rat behavior (Lloyd et al., 2012) . In M2, the state, $ # = {" # , " #8, }, includes both the 298 current and the most recent past arm ( Fig 3A) . For this model the propensities are now 299 % 9 (", $ # ) = 3("|" # , " #8, ). In all other respects M2 is identical to M1. 300
This working memory (WM) RL agent is now able to learn the task; however, in large 301 part, it does so far slower than the rats, even for the parameters that maximize the total reward 302 ( Fig 3B) . With M2, good performance on the first contingency arises at the correct timescale-303 something that will be discussed further below-but performance on all the subsequent 304 contingencies improves much more slowly than for the rats (Fig 3B&C) , including the second 305 and third contingencies on which it was fit to the behavior. As for M1, the parameters from 306 fitting all animals to M2 are close to the parameters that maximize the amount of reward that 307 the agent can receive, and thus do not capture individual differences due to innate capabilities 308 among the animals ( Fig 3D) . 309
It is worth mentioning, that even though this model contains the capacity to maintain 310 past information-i.e. has memory-it cannot learn the task as rapidly as the animals. These 311 spatial alternation tasks are often used as a means to probe memory and changes in memory 312 with different manipulations; however, the failure of this model to capture the rapidity of the 313 learning of the rats highlights that other components could be responsible for the learning of 314 the task, ones that are less closely associated with working memory. 315
Adding arm and transition preferences enables the model to learn as rapidly as the rats 316
We then considered additional information that could help the model perform more similarly 317 to the animals. As shown above, the animals exhibit biases that are unrelated to reward 318 contingencies in that they do not visit the different arms randomly during the exploratory 319 phase of the behavior ( Fig 1B&E) . We therefore asked if such dynamic biases could underpin 320 their later swift learning. 321
To capture these biases we added terms to the propensities such that for model M3: 322 % : (", $ # ) = 3("|" # , " #8, ) + 3 < ("). The term 3 < ("), which we call a dynamic independent arm 323 preference, provides the agent with additional preferences to choose specific arms next, 324 independent of its current or past locations. As with the state-dependent propensity terms, 325 3 < (") are also updated by / # through the process of learning ( Fig 4A) . Importantly, adding this 326 term allows us to capture both the fact that the animals may prefer specific arms before they 327 begin the learning of the alternation contingencies and that these preferences can be shaped 328 by reward 329
Adding the dynamic independent arm preference makes M3 drastically faster than M1 330 and M2, coming far closer to the performance of the rats ( Fig 4B&C) . However, as also seen 331 with M2, the first contingency still diverges from the real behavior, now with M3 learning faster 332 than the animals. For M3, the values of 6 and 5, but not 7, for all of the individual animals are 333 close to the values that maximize the amount of reward that M3 can receive ( Fig 4D) , indicating 334 that M3 still does not help us determine whether the differences among the behavior of the 335 individual rats is due to differences in innate capabilities. 336
Finally, we added two dynamic transition preferences, creating model M4 ( Fig 5A) , for 337 which % = (", $ # ) = 3("|" # , " #8, ) + 3 < (") + 3 > ? @ , (" = " # ± 1) + 3 > D @ 9 (" = " # ± 2). The 338 additional propensities capture the preference of the animals seen in figure 1C to transition to 339 neighbors that are either one, 3 > ? , or two arms 3 > D , away. Again, these are both also updated 340 by / # . It is worth noting, that although we have increased the internal complexity of the model, 341
it still only has the same three parameters as the initial model. All of the factors in the 342
propensities are updated with the same learning, 6, and forgetting, 7, rates. 343
With the addition of these dynamic independent arm preferences, and dynamic 344 transition preferences ( Fig S3) , model M4 fits contingencies two and three well ( Fig 5B&C) . In 345 addition, with M4 there was substantial variability in the parameter values across animals, 346 which were no longer all the same as those that maximize the amount of rewards that the 347 agent can receive ( Fig 5D) . This suggest that M4 could capture and expose individual differences 348 due to innate learning. We expand on this further below. 349
To quantify the improvement in fit of M4 over the other models, we calculated the root 350 mean square difference between the model and data for all rats for all inbound and outbound 351 trials during each contingency ( Fig 5E) . We found that adding the dynamic independent arm 352 preference dramatically improved the rms difference in both the inbound and outbound trials. 353 This makes sense as the arm preference dynamically learns the three arms that provide reward 354 in a given contingency ( Fig S3A) , effectively decreasing the space of states that the model has to 355 explore to learn the contingency. Adding the dynamic transition preferences further improves 356 the fit to the outbound trials for the same reason, since, now, when the model is at the center 357 arm, it is far more likely that it will visit a neighboring arm. 358
Generalization across contingencies 359
The parameters of the models were chosen to fit the data from the animals on just the second 360 and third contingencies. To quantify how well M4 generalized to the remaining contingencies 361
we first computed the rms differences between the inbound and outbound error statistics of 362 single runs of the model and the average behavior of the model ( Fig 6A) . These provide a 363 baseline for interpreting the rms difference between the model and the animals, as they allow 364 a comparison, for each contingency, of the variability in error statistics inherent in the model 365 and the differences between the model and the behavior of the individual rats. Fig 6B shows  366 this measure for the outbound errors for the fourth contingency. This allowed us to define the 367 fit accuracy as the probability of the simulations of the model having a larger error than the 368 data and to examine the distribution of fit accuracies across contingencies ( Fig 6C) . 369
Examining these distributions revealed clear successes of the model. The first, and 370 possibly most surprising, is its ability to predict the outbound errors of the fourth contingency. 371
This contingency, 2-4-6, is by far the hardest contingency, as it forces the animals to continue to 372 alternate arms but to do so whilst skipping neighboring arms. The ability of the agent to capture 373 such a distinct contingency suggests that the dynamic transition preferences capture key 374 aspects of the animals' behavior. 375 Importantly, this fit was by no means guaranteed. One could imagine that in terms of 376 these outbound errors on the fourth contingency, the rats could have performed either far 377 better or worse than the model. If the rats had generalized the fact that they had to alternate, 378 then they would have performed far better than the model, which has no capacity to generalize 379 the structure of the task. Alternatively, the rats could have developed a model whereby they 380 only get rewarded at arm 4 but have to visit another arm prior to getting that reward, in which 381 case the model would have done far better than the rats. 382
The second success is that the agent predicts the inbound errors for the fifth and sixth 383
contingencies. Both of these contingencies are of the more standard variety, with neighboring 384 arms being used in the alternation. As with the above example, this suggests that the model has 385 extracted core aspects of the way in which the rats transition between contingencies and 386 continually learn. 387
The success is again informative because the animals could have performed better or 388 worse than the model. The animals would have done better if they had learned that they live in 389 a world that changes contingencies and were able to detect when that was the case more 390 rapidly and adjust their behavior accordingly. M4 lacks the capacity to realize or act upon such 391
regularities. The rats could also have performed worse than the model if they had been 392 confused by the return from the skip arm contingency and had to relearn something to 393 continue to perform the task well. 394
The failures of the model are equally, if not more, informative. The first failure of the 395 model is apparent at a time when the animals' knowledge might have been destabilized by the 396 structure of the task. This is during the inbound trials in the fourth contingency. In the 397 transition from the third contingency, 3-4-5, to the fourth contingency, 2-4-6, the center arm 398
does not change, which is why the model makes essentially no inbound errors at that 399 transition. The animals, on the other hand, systematically show an increase in inbound errors 400
after the transition to the fourth contingency. One could imagine many ways that this could 401
happen. For instance, this could be an indication of a global destabilization of information 402
whereby, since the animals have a difficult time determining how to get rewards, they discard 403 other things that they already know, even though they might be correct. Equally, it could be a 404 signature of a form of directed or undirected exploration that we do not model. 405
Second, the distribution of fit accuracies shifts for the worse for the outbound errors of 406 the fifth and sixth contingencies. The median of the distribution is 0.092 and 0.099, respectively 407 ( Fig 6C) . These medians are far worse than the outbound fit accuracies for the second (0.363) 408
and third (0.752) contingencies, and, surprisingly, they are also worse than the outbound fit 409 accuracy for the fourth contingency (0.237), even though the fifth and sixth contingencies are 410 of the standard variety with neighboring arms being the outer arm. 411
To better understand the nature of this shift in the fit accuracy for the outbound errors 412 of the fifth and sixth contingencies we calculated the average difference between the errors of 413 the individual rats and the errors of the model fits ( Fig 6D) . These residuals confirm the 414 observations from the distributions of the fit accuracies. The model makes fewer errors, 415
inbound and outbound, on the first contingency, and it also makes fewer inbound errors on the 416 fourth contingency. However, the model makes more outbound errors at the beginnings of the 417 fifth and sixth contingencies. We view this difference as a potential indication that the animals 418
have generalized something about the structure of the task at this point, such that they know 419 that they have to alternate, they just have to find the center arm from which they will then 420 alternate, leading to effectively no outbound errors upon switching contingencies. 421
Finally, and as we have seen with the various models, the first contingency is quite 422 different. We will return to this first contingency and the differences between the model and 423
the rats below. 424
Parameters of individual model fits capture variability in behavior 425
With model M4 and with the addition of the neighbor arm preferences, the parameters of the 426 fits to the individuals showed more variability and deviation from the parameters that 427 maximized the reward ( Fig 5D) . When compared to M3 the M4 fits to all 24 rats had an 428
interquartile range 3.0 times larger for 5 (0.11 vs. 0.04), 7.8 times larger for 6 (0.39 vs. 0.05), 429 and 1.8 times larger for 7 (0.004 vs. 0.002). Given the presence of this variability, we asked 430
whether it could reflect the variability in performance that we see in the data (Fig 1F&G) . 431
First, we need to ensure that the differences in the parameter values we get from the 432 fits are meaningful. We therefore evaluated the error landscape of the fits to determine 433 whether there were clear global minima for each animal. We found that there were indeed 434 global minima that were distributed across the parameter space. Our fitting procedure reliably 435 determined the vicinity of the global minima (see Fig S3A for an example) , indicating that the 436 differences among animals are meaningful. 437
These different global minima also corresponded to different reward rates. We 438 computed the average reward rate across 200 repeats of the model for a large range of 439 parameters and found that the reward rate peaked at a large learning rate, small temporal 440 discounting and midrange forgetting rate. We then compared that reward space to the range of 441 the parameters of multiple fits to the individual animals ( Fig 7A) . The variability in the 442 parameters corresponded to different reward rates for the model, indicating that the different 443 model fits could reflect different learning capabilities in the rats. 444
To represent the variability in the behavior of the animals, and to see if the model 445
captures that variability, we calculated the reward rate for all animals across the second and 446 third contingencies, those contingencies fit by the model. As a comparison we also calculated 447 the average reward rate of 200 repeats of the model for each of the individual fits of the model 448 also for the second and third contingencies ( Fig 7B) . Both reward rates varied across a large 449 range, and those animals with the lowest behavioral reward rates also had the lowest model 450 reward rates. However, the model and behavioral reward rates differ in two ways. The first is 451 that the highest performing rats were able to receive more rewards than could the model. This 452 exposes another limitation of the model. Given fixed parameters for the entirety of the 453 behavior, a good fit of the model has to find the right balance between, for example, a fast 454 forgetting rate necessary for rapidly learning the different contingencies, but not too fast that 455 the model forgets information during the performance of a single contingency and gets less 456 reward at its asymptotic behavior. A possible way forward would be to incorporate dynamic 457 parameters. 458
The second way in which the behavioral and model reward rates differ is that the 459 ordering of the animals with increasing reward rate is not identical between the behavior and 460 model reward rates. This could be viewed as another point of failure for the model; however, it 461
is also possible that the model has extracted a more abstract version of the learning capacity of 462 the animal; if so, this difference in ordering is a success of the modeling. To distinguish these 463 two possibilities, we performed a median split of the animals based upon their actual reward 464 rates ( Fig 7C) and their model reward rates (Fig 7D) over the second and third contingencies 465 and averaged the actual behavior of the two groups across all the contingencies. 466
If the models have abstracted information related to each animal's learning capacity, 467 then this median split should better separate groups on contingencies 1, 4, 5, & 6 (those not 468 taken into account for the median split). That was indeed the case: the average difference 469 between the two groups ( Fig 7E) when split along the median using the model reward rate was 470 40% larger than when split along the median using the actual reward rate (7.5 % vs. 5.4%) (p = 471 0.008; permutation test). Therefore, the model reward rate more veritably reflects the overall 472 learning capacity of the rats. 473
Exploratory behavior persists into the first alternation contingency 474
We now return to the first alternation contingency, which has stood out at multiple stages in 475 the modeling process. One explanation as to why that might be the case comes from 476 considering M4 and the steps taken to develop the model to that point ( Fig 5) . 477
Model M4 captures the speed of the learning of the subsequent contingencies but 478 learns the first alternation contingency too quickly. It is possible that we have not added 479 sufficient preferences and biases to the model. To create M4 we added preferences that would 480 enable the model to speed up its learning; however, the rats also show directional inertia (Fig  481  1D&E ), and that could work against their ability to learn the task rapidly. This raises the 482 hypothesis that the rats show directional inertia that persists into the first alternation 483
contingency. This hypothesis is consistent with the entirety of this task drawing upon previously 484 unappreciated aspects of the behavior of the rats beyond just memory storage. 485
To understand what else could be missing in the model, and thereby what other aspects 486 of the behavior of the rats might govern their learning, we reconsidered the way in which the 487 rats interact with the arms during the exploratory period (Fig 1) and examined the neighbor 488 frequency and directional inertia (Fig 1 C -E) of the animals and model during the exploratory 489 period and into the first alternation contingency. We compared the behavior of the rats to the 490 average behavior of M2 and M4, using the parameters from the fits to the individual animals. 491
M2 provided a useful foil, as that model did a better job capturing the rate of learning of the 492 animals during the first alternation contingency. 493
We calculated the frequency of transition to a neighboring arm in each session (Fig 8A) . 494 The values are identical between the animals and the models during the exploratory period 495
because we force each model to follow the same series of arm visits as the individual rats (see 496
Methods). Following the transition to the first contingency, M2 and M4 show distinct behavior. 497
M2 shows a more precipitous decline and a slower return to asymptote in the neighbor 498 frequency when compared to M4. The rats behave in a more consistent way with M4. Their 499 initial decrease is larger than that of M4, but they do not persist at the low level, rapidly 500 increasing to their asymptotic performance. 501
The fact that the rats show more consistent behavior with M4 supports the hypothesis 502 that even the first contingency is not exclusively a memory-based task since in the purely 503 memory-based version of the model (M2) this preference for neighboring arms develops much 504 slower than in the animals (and in M4). However, that does not explain why the animals are so 505 much slower to learn this first contingency than M4. To understand what might be at play we 506 turned to the directional inertia of the animals. 507
For the directional inertia ( Fig 8B) M2 and M4 show relatively similar dynamics, both of 508 which are distinct from the rats. At the transition to the first contingency, both of the models 509 initially drop and then rise to their asymptotic directional inertia levels. In contrast, the rats 510 persist with an elevated directional inertia after the transition to the first alternation 511 contingency, and then drop and eventually rise back up to their asymptotic directional inertia 512 level. Neither M2 nor M4 has any additional preferences to capture the directional inertia, and 513 this persistent value in the rats can indicate that, at least part of the slowness of the animals, 514
can be due to the persistence of this pre-existing bias. 515
These results indicate that that persistent directional inertia could be a cause of the 516 slower learning of the first contingency. To evaluate that possibility, we split the neighbor 517 frequency and directional inertia metrics between the high performing and low performing 518 animals as dictated by the median split of the model reward rate (Fig 7D) . If directional inertia is 519 related to learning rate, then the low performing animals should show more persistent 520 directional inertia than the high performing animals ( Fig 7D) . That, indeed, is the case. The 521 lower performing animals show an increased persistence (( = 0.004) of the elevated 522 directional inertia ( Fig 8D) into the first alternation contingency, but do not show different 523
numbers of trials to rise in their return towards asymptote (( = 0.08) for the neighbor 524 transition frequency ( Fig 8C) . 525
One of the intriguing hypotheses raised by exploring the variability between rats (Fig 7) 526 is that the rats could have different innate abilities to learn. Those rats that learn the second 527 and third contingency the best, as defined by the model, are also the rats that learn most of the 528 other contingencies the best. This same grouping shows differences in the neighbor transition 529 frequency during the exploratory period (( = 0.006, permutation test) ( Fig 8C) . The high 530 performing rats show a greater neighbor transition frequency during this period. It is interesting 531 that it is the neighbor transition frequency that differs in the exploratory period, as that was the 532 feature that we had to add to the model in the first place to enable it to encompass some of 533 the variability amongst the rats ( Fig 5D) . 534
Not only does the neighbor frequency bias differ between the groups of high and low 535 performing animals, but the average neighbor frequency during the exploratory period of the 536 individual rats shows a very high correlation (. 9 = 0.41, ( = 8 × 10 8= ) with the amount of 537 reward that same rat receives during the first alternation contingency ( Fig 8E) . This further 538 supports that the pre-existing biases and dynamic preferences of the rats are a major 539 contributing factor to their behavior, even during the first alternation contingency. 540
It is important to note that this connection between the exploratory behavior and the 541 learning during the first spatial alternation contingency is not a causal statement. Further 542 experiments will be necessary to understand if the higher performing animals perform better 543 on the first alternation contingency (and subsequently contingencies) because they have a 544 larger neighbor bias during exploration or if there is something about a larger neighbor bias 545 that relates to greater learning capabilities in general. For instance, when innate learning 546
capabilities have been studied in mice, there has also been a connection between faster 547 learners and exploratory behavior (Matzel et al., 2006) . 548
Discussion 549
We have presented a behavioral and modeling paradigm to advance our understanding of the 550 nature of continual learning in rats. Using an automated behavioral system ( Fig 1A) , we 551 recorded the continuous behavior of multiple rats. The rats learned a series of spatial 552 alternation contingencies, whereby the next rewarded arm could be a function of not just the 553 current location of the animal, but also on the past behavior of the animal (Fig 1F&G) . Instead 554 of beginning the learning of the alternation task with the initial exposure of the animals to the 555 track, we separated the learning of the environment from the learning of the task by starting all 556 animals on an exploratory period of the behavior. The exploratory period demonstrated that 557 the rats interacted with the apparatus by showing multiple components of non-random 558 behavior, exposing their pre-existing biases and the substrate for dynamic preferences (Fig. 1B  559 -E). 560
Through refinement, we developed an RL agent that could perform the task as quickly 561
as the rats and fit that model to capture the individual behavior. We laid bare the logic of the 562 changes that we made to the RL agent to develop the final model. As the alternation task 563 cannot be described as a Markov decision process, the simple model-free RL agent (M1), with 564 which we started, could not learn the task (Fig 2) . A working memory RL agent (M2) (Todd et  565 al., 2009) could learn the task, but did so far slower than the animals for all but the first 566 alternation (Fig 3) . Incorporating dynamic preferences, motivated by the exploratory behavior 567 of the rats, into the RL agent (ultimately model M4) enabled it to learn as rapidly as the rats (Fig  568  4&5 ). Note that M2 and M4 can both be described as model-free agents; thus our result shows 569 that one need not necessarily appeal to more computationally sophisticated, model-based, 570
components (Gershman and Niv, 2010) to account for all aspects of fast learning, but rather 571 take appropriate account of structural contributions associated with biases. 572
Through fitting M4 to a subset of the alternation contingencies we compared the 573 performance of the agent to the individual rats. The RL agent captured some aspects of the 574 learning of the rats well, with the biases underlying M4 explaining different aspects of the 575 individual variability of the animals (Fig 8) . Perhaps the most surprising match between M4 and 576 the rats was its ability to predict the outbound errors during the hardest alternation 577 contingency ( Fig 6) . However, M4 did not perfectly capture all aspects of the behavior. There 578 were systematic differences between the model and rat behavior. Of perhaps most interest is 579 that the model made more outbound errors on the final alternation contingencies ( Fig 5&6) . 580 We speculate that it is here that M4 is compromised by its inherent model-free nature and that 581 the rats outperform the RL agent at these later contingencies because by that time they have 582 generalized that they are performing a task that alternate and could use that information to 583 speed up their learning of a given contingency. It will be interesting to study the timing and 584 nature of this potential generalization further. Does the generalization only happen due to the 585 number of contingencies, or is there something about the animals' experience of the skip arm 586 contingency that allows them to generalize the alternating nature of the task more 587 competently? 588
For this behavior we chose a simplified output as the modeled feature: visiting arms. 589
The nature of the algorithm that governs the behavior led to the choice of arm visits for the 590 model, as arms visits are the only factor taken into account when evaluating rewards. However, 591
there are clearly many additional aspects of the behavior of the rats that are not completely 592 subsumed by the arm the animal visits. Future models will be necessary to account for the 593 timing of arm visits, the precise trajectory the animal takes, and whether or not the animal 594 breaks the beam of the reward well, as well as other potentially relevant ways in which the rats 595
interact with the space of the task. 596
Modeling considerations: ML vs ABC and when to stop modeling 597
In developing and fitting the RL agents we had to make many decisions, many of which highlight 598 general points about modeling animal behavior. When fitting individual animals with the model 599
we found that maximizing the likelihood that the model would chose the same arms as the 600 animal did not provide parameters that would then be able to generate statistics that captured 601 the way in which the rats behaved ( Fig 1C -D) . Therefore, consistent with other studies using 602 RL agents to fit rodent behavior (Lloyd et al., 2012; Luksys et al., 2009 ), we utilized ABC 603 methods to minimize the difference between characteristic statistics of the rats and the model. 604
This is not formally surprising, since ML offers no guarantee for models that underfit data; but it 605 would be important to understand such failures more generally, since by far the bulk of 606 behavioral modeling employs methods that are vulnerable to the same concern. 607 Through the various model iterations, we had to decide both when to continue refining 608 the model, and when to stop doing to so. The initial drive to continue the modeling was 609 obvious. M1 couldn't perform the task (Fig 2) and M2 couldn't learn the task as rapidly as the 610 animals (Fig 3) . However, with M3, the need to continue was far more subtle. M3, largely, had 611 the capacity to learn the task as rapidly as the rats; however, when we fit M3 to the individual 612 animals the parameters mostly clustered around the parameters that maximized the amount of 613 reward that M3 could receive ( Fig 4D) . This indicated that there was still something 614 fundamentally missing in the agent. None of the subtlety and richness of the individual 615 variability between animals existed within the parameters for the fits of M3. Finally, with M4, 616 the parameters from the fits varied away from the maximal parameters from that agent. This 617 indicated that we could consider no longer continuing the process of improving the modeling. 618
The decision to stop the modeling at that point rested upon somewhat different factors. 619
Even though M4 fails to capture certain identifiable aspects of the behavior of the rats, it, 620 surprisingly at times, closely matches different features of the way in which the individual 621 animals learned the task (Fig 6) , and better separated them than simple statistics such as the 622 reward rate (Fig 7) . It was the combination of capturing variability across animals and predicting 623
features of the behavior outside of the fit that suggested that we might stop refining the model 624 further. To go beyond this, it would be desirable to refine the paradigm, for instance to put the 625 'skip' contingency (2-4-6) at different points to examine its role in generalization; or to 626 systematize the length of engagement with each contingency to study the possible decrease in 627 learning rate as performance improved. 628
Modeling functions: quantitative understanding for hypothesis generation 629
The success of Model M4 highlights a number of factors about the behavior of the 630 animals. First, it sets something like a lower bound on the information and strategy an animal 631 could use to perform the task. M4 sets into relief the fact that the rats, for much of their 632 behavior, need not know anything more complicated than a working-memory-based variant of 633 a model-free RL agent. That, of course, does not mean that they do not know anything more, it 634 just shows that they need not to perform the behavior the way that they do. M4 also highlights 635 that this spatial alternation task is not just a memory task. Rather, they are, at least as much, a 636 study in the way in which rats utilizes and alter their behavioral biases. 637
Second, in the places M4 fails to capture the behavior it can highlight the aspects of the 638 task that are least well understood to direct further inquiry. When this lower bound cannot 639 keep up with the behavior of the rats, as evident in M4's characterization of the outbound 640 errors of the fifth and sixth contingencies, it focuses us on timepoints worthy of further 641 experimentation. 642
Third, animals behave differently, something lost in averaging behavior across animals. 643
This individual variability can be due to many different causes, but at the extremes are that 644 random variation underlies that variability between animals or that the variability is due to 645 innate differences between animals. These two extremes are far from mutually exclusive and 646 very difficult to tease apart, especially with a continual learning task. Individual rodents show 647 consistent learning ability across tasks (Galsworthy et al., 2002; Matzel et al., 2003) , indicative 648 of there being innate differences between animals. M4 was able to capture variability between 649 animals (Fig 7) , and it served as a better way to separate out that variability than the actual 650 reward rate of the rats, suggesting a reality to what it captured. 651
Conclusion 652
In sum, we have shown the promise and problems of modeling relatively complex behavioral 653 patterns in rodents. We examined the course of learning from the very outset in some detail, 654
and thereby gained insight into aspects of the different strategies employed by our subjects. 655
These results point directly to further questions that new variants of the paradigm can duly 656 elucidate. 657
Methods 658
Animals: All experiments were conducted in accordance with University of California San 659
Francisco Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and US National Institutes of Health 660 guidelines. Rat datasets were collected from Long Evans rats, ordered from Charles River 661
Laboratories, that were fed standard rat chow (LabDiet 5001). To motivate the rats to perform 662 the task, reward was sweetened evaporated milk, and the rats were food restricted to ~85% of 663 their basal body weight. 664
Two cohorts of rats, comprised of 6 males and 6 females each, were run on the 665 automated behavior system. There were no systematic differences in reward probabilities 666 between the male and female rats within the two cohorts ( Fig S2A) , so data from all animals 667
were aggregated for subsequent analyses. The entire behavior took place over the course of 22 668 days for the first cohort and 21 days for the second cohort. The first cohort ran an extra day on 669 the initial exploratory behavior, where the animals received rewards after visiting any arm of 670 the track. At the start of the behavior the first cohort of rats were 4 -5 months old, and the 671 second cohort of rats were 3 -4 months old. 672
Automated behavioral system: The automated behavior system was custom designed and 673 constructed out of acrylic. All parts of the behavior system were enclosed with walls. There 674 were different symbols on each arm of the track serving as proximal cues, and there were distal 675 cues distinguishing the different walls of the room. Pneumatic pistons (Clippard) opened and 676 closed the doors. Python scripts, run through Trodes (Spike Gadgets), controlled the logic of the 677 automated system. The reward wells contained an infrared beam adjacent to the reward 678 spigot. The automated system used the breakage of that infrared beam to progress through the 679 logic of the behavior (Fig S1A) . In addition to the infrared beam and the spigot to deliver the 680 reward, each reward well had an associated white light LED (Fig S1A) . 681
Each cohort of rats were divided into groups of four animals. The same groups were 682 maintained throughout the duration of the experiment. Within a group, a given rat was always 683 placed in the same rest box, and the four rats of a group serially performed the behavior. The 684 rats had multiple sessions on the track each day. During the exploratory period of the behavior, 685 the duration of a session was defined by a fixed number of rewards. During the alternation task 686 the duration of a session was defined either by a fixed number of center arm visits and at least 687 one subsequent visit to any other arm, or a fixed amount of time on the track (30 minutes), 688 whichever came first. Only one of the female rats reached the time limit, and it did so for only 689 two sessions toward the beginning of the first alternation contingency. For that one female we 690 incorporated the trials that she ran on those sessions and did not distinguish the time out 691 sessions for the analyses. 692
The algorithm underlying the exploratory part of the behavior had only one rule. 693
Reward was delivered for any infrared well beam break if and only if the current well infrared 694 beam break was immediately preceded by an infrared beam break at any other well. This 695 prevented the animals from getting continuous reward at a single arm, and ensured the rats 696 visited at least two of the arms. 697
The algorithm underlying the spatial alternation task was such that three arms on the 698 track had the potential for reward within a given contingency, for example during contingency 699 at arms 2-3-4, arms 2, 3, and 4 had the potential to be rewarded, and arms 1, 5, and 6 did not. 700
Of those three arms we will refer to the middle of the three arms as the center arm (arm 3 in 701 the above example) and the other two arms as the outer arms (arms 2 and 4 in the above 702 example). Reward was delivered at the center arms if and only if: 1) the immediately preceding 703 arm whose reward well infrared beam was broken was not the center arm. Reward was 704 delivered at the outer two arms if and only if: 1) the immediately preceding arm whose reward 705 well infrared beam was broken was the center arm, and 2) prior to breaking the infrared beam 706 at the center arm, the most recently broken outer arm infrared beam was not the currently 707 broken outer arm infrared beam. The one exception to the outer arm rules was at the 708 beginning of a session, following the first infrared beam break at the center arm, where only 709 the first condition had to be met. 710
For the running of the behavior, the infrared beam break determined an arm visit (Fig  711  S1A) ; however, the rats would sometimes go down an arm, get very close to the reward wells, 712
but not break the infrared beam. Therefore, for all of the analyses described, an arm visit was 713 defined as when a rat got close to a reward well. These times were extracted from a video 714 recording of the behavior. These, effective missed pokes were more frequent at the beginning 715 of a contingency ( Fig S2B) , but overall were not that common. This proximity-based definition 716 of an arm visit added additional arm visits to those defined by the infrared beam breaks, and by 717 definition none of them could ever be rewarded, nor alter the logic of the underlying algorithm. 718
However, because of the non-Markovian nature of the reward contingency, they could affect 719 the rewards provided for subsequent choices. 720 RL agents: Given that each spatial alternation task could be framed as a partially observable 721
Markov decision process, we adapted the working memory model of Todd et al. (2009) as the 722 basis for our series of RL agents. The models specify rules governing propensities %(", $) that 723 contain the preferences of the agent of choosing arm " when the state is $. Models differ in 724 terms of what counts as the state, and also according to the various terms whose weighted sum 725 defines the propensity. 726
In the first agent ( Fig 2) the state is defined as the current arm location, $ # = " # , of the 727 agent. In all subsequent agents the state is defined as the combination of the current arm 728 location of the agent and the immediately preceding arm location of the agent, $ # = {" #8,, " # }. 729
This is a simplification from the Todd et al. model, whereby " #8, is always placed into the 730 memory unit, effectively setting the gating parameter for the memory unit to always update 731 the memory unit. Then, the first component of %(", $) for all models is 3(", $), which is a 732 6x(6+1) or 6x(36+6+1) matrix containing the transition contingencies to arm " from state $. The 733 reason for the additional states beyond just the 6 arms or 6x6 arms by previous arms is to 734 include the rest box in the possible locations to allow for the inclusion of the first arm visit of a 735 session. In so doing that adds 1 additional state to model M1, and 6+1 additional states into the 736 subsequent agents since the animals can be located in the rest box and can be located at any of 737 the 6 arms having previously been in the rest box. 738
To provide the agents with additional spatial and transitional preferences we added 739 components to the transition propensities. The first is an arm preference, 3 i (") that is 740 independent of the current state of the animal. The second is a preference for visiting arms that 741 neighbor in space the current arm, 3 > ? @(" = " # ± 1), where @() is the characteristic function 742 that takes the value 1 if its argument is true (and ignoring arms outside the range 1…6) and 3 > ? 743 is the (plastic) weight for this component. The third is a preference for visiting arms that are 744 two removed, in space, from the current arm, 3 > D @(" = " # ± 2). The neighbor arm 745 preferences contain only single values, the preference to go to a neighboring arm. These 746 neighbor biases were applied equally in both directions when possible (i.e. if the agent was at 747 the end of the track the neighbor bias could only be applied to one direction). 748
To determine the probability of visiting each of the arms from a given state, the total 749
propensity is passed through a softmax such that: 750 The agent's visit is the determined by a sample from this distribution. The choice of arm then 751 determines the reward, ., which is either 0 or 1, based on the algorithm that governs the 752 spatial alternation task. The probability of revisiting the current arm is set to zero, and the 753 probabilities of going to the remaining arms sums to 1. 754
The model uses the REINFORCE policy gradient method (Williams, 1992) within the 755 actor-critic framework of temporal difference learning, to update the propensities in the light of 756 the presence or absence of reward. To do this, the agent maintains a state-long-run-value 757 approximation, 0($), which functions as a lookup table, with one component for each state. 758
The reward determines the state-value prediction error: 759
where 5S[0,1) is a parameter of the model called the temporal discounting factor, which 760 determines the contribution of future rewards to the current state. 761 where \ is either 1 or 2 depending on whether the energy being calculated is the immediate 770 neighbor preference or the 2 arm away preference. And, finally, the state-value approximation 771
is updated according to the rule: 772
The learning, 6, and forgetting, 7, rates were the same for all of the updating 773 rules. This does not need to be the case, but since we found that a single learning and 774
forgetting rate fit the data well, we did not feel there was a need to increase the complexity of 775 the models by increasing the number of parameters. 776
Model fitting: The model was implemented in C++ and run and fit within Igor Pro 777 (Wavemetrics). There were 7 arms at which the agent could be located, 6 track arms and 1 rest 778 box "arm;" whereas, there we only 6 arms to which the agent could transition. That means that 779 the model implemented the transition from the rest box to the track but did not model the 780
return to the rest box from the track, this was done so that all track arm visits would be 781 included in the analyses. For the working memory version of the model, there were, therefore, 782 43 states in which the agent could find itself. 36 states (6 9 ) for all combinations for both the 783 previous and current arm being one of the 6 track arms (6 of these states could never be visited 784 since a return to the same arm is not allowed), an additional 6 states for the current arm being 785 one of the 6 track arms and the previous "arm" being the rest box, and a final 1 state for the 786 agent starting from the rest box. 787
We fit the various agents to individual animals in two ways. The first was using 788 maximum likelihood; whereby we optimized the parameters of the agent to maximize the 789 likelihood that the agent would exactly reproduce the arm visits of the animal during the 790 second and third spatial alternation contingencies. Given that this method did not find 791 parameters that would generate the behavior with similar statistics to the animals (Fig 2) , we 792 use the alternative Approximate Bayesian Computation method. For that fitting we found the 793 parameters that minimized the average root mean square difference between the inbound and 794 outbound errors of the individual animal and of the average of 200 different repeats of the 795 model. The inbound and outbound fitting errors were summed with equal weighting to create 796 the final fitting error. For both fitting categories we used simulated annealing and ran the 797 optimization at least 4 different times from different initial conditions. We chose the 798 parameters with the maximum likelihood or minimal error. For each run of the model we used 799 the same random number generating seed to minimize the random fluctuations between 800 parameter sets (Daw, 2011) . 801
Quantification of differences in statistics between high and low performing rats:
We 802 quantified the differences between the high and low performing rats in the neighbor frequency 803 and directional inertia metrics by calculating the average session whereby these metrics 804 dropped to half their range during the first contingency. For the neighbor frequency we defined 805 the range as the difference between the value of the average across all animals at the first and 806 last session of the contingency. For the direction inertia, since it shows more biphasic dynamics, 807
we defined the range as the difference between the value of the average across all animals 808 during the first session of the contingency and the minimal average value of the directional 809 inertia. We permuted the identity of the rats and recalculated the metric 10,000 times to 810 compare to the differences between the high and low performing rats. 811 given random choices between the six arms. Horizontal line shows a probability of 0.05. For the 832 neighbor transition frequency, the random distribution was defined by the arm visit probability 833 of the animal, and for the directional inertia the random distribution was defined by the 834 transition matrix of the animal. As the p-value was determined using 10,000 draws from 835 distributions, the minimal value is 10 8= . 14/24 rats were at that minimal value for the max arm 836 probability, 24/24 for the neighbor visit frequency, and 19/24 for the directional inertia. (F) 837
Probability of getting a reward for all 24 rats. Within each contingency, curves smoothed with a 838
Gaussian filter with a standard deviation of 10 arm visits. Two different rats shown in colors 839
(yellow and teal) to indicate consistency of performance in those rats across the different 
